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python extension packages for windows christoph gohlke - unofficial windows binaries for python extension packages
by christoph gohlke laboratory for fluorescence dynamics university of california irvine this page provides 32 and 64 bit
windows binaries of many scientific open source extension packages for the official cpython distribution of the python
programming language a few binaries are available for the pypy distribution, programming faq python 3 7 1
documentation - is there a tool to help find bugs or perform static analysis yes pychecker is a static analysis tool that finds
bugs in python source code and warns about code complexity and style, built in types python 3 7 1 documentation - built
in types the following sections describe the standard types that are built into the interpreter the principal built in types are
numerics sequences mappings classes instances and exceptions, pep 426 metadata for python software packages 2 0 the official home of the python programming language note on pep history this pep was initially deferred for an extended
period from december 2013 through to march 2017 as distutils sig worked through a number of other changes, sebsauvage
net snyppets python snippets - this page contains a bunch of miscellaneous python code snippets recipes mini guides
links examples tutorials and ideas ranging from very very basic things to advanced i hope they will be usefull to you, image
hashing with opencv and python pyimagesearch - figure 1 image hashing also called perceptual hashing is the process
of constructing a hash value based on the visual contents of an image we use image hashing for cbir near duplicate
detection and reverse image search engines, lua users wiki lua versus python - introduction python is a popular
programming language both python and lua are commonly embedded in applications to provide scripting support scripting is
more frequently being used in games, configuration sphinx 2 0 0 2810f77 documentation - the configuration file is
executed as python code at build time using execfile and with the current directory set to its containing directory and
therefore can execute arbitrarily complex code sphinx then reads simple names from the file s namespace as its
configuration, parallelism in one line blogomatono chris - parallelism in one line a better model for day to day threading
tasks python has a terrible rep when it comes to its parallel processing capabilities, 3 6 configuration background
information linotp 2 10 1 - the radius dictfile is the file that contains the radius attributes definitions linotp comes with a
default one but you can extend it according to special vendor attributes if necessary the radius nas identifier is the nas
identifier that is also send within the radius auth request all other parameters are configured in the radius token itself, fred
stluka s home page bristle - the purpose of this page is to provide links that are useful for quick access to reference info i
use this page to look up words in the dictionary names in the phonebook stock quotes weather street maps and directions to
addresses etc, die programmiersprache python ein berblick stefan - text zum vortrag die programmiersprache python
ein berblick, ball tracking with opencv pyimagesearch - discover how use opencv for ball tracking you ll learn how to
perform basic object detection and tracking in video streams using opencv and python, changes in sphinx sphinx 2 0 0
7ff3d18 documentation - features added 1618 the search results preview of generated html documentation is reader
friendlier instead of showing the snippets as raw restructuredtext markup sphinx now renders the corresponding html, lua
users wiki binding code to lua - lua can be embedded and extended with code or applications written in other languages
code and values in another language can be exposed to lua and vice versa the following lists low and high level solutions for
binding between lua and other languages, f engrave scorch works - if the windows executable does not work right away
install the microsoft visual c 2005 redistributable package x86 the program i use to create the windows executables py2exe
has a dependency to this package, lua programming language wikipedia - lua l u loo from portuguese lua meaning moon
is a lightweight multi paradigm programming language designed primarily for embedded use in applications lua is cross
platform since the interpreter is written in ansi c and has a relatively simple c api lua was originally designed in 1993 as a
language for extending software applications to meet the increasing demand for, freeware list for sparc and solaris 10 support for packages has been discontinued on sunfreeware please visit our new website unixpackages com unix packages
provides full package support for all levels of solaris from 2 5 2 6 7 through to solaris 11 svr4 style and new solaris 11 ips
packages be advised that the packages on unix packages are only available through a paid subscription service as this new
site is not, the c c library tools sdks framework and the likes - mimetic a free gpl c mime library mimetic is a free gpl
email library mime written in c designed to be easy to use and integrate but yet fast and efficient it is based on the c
standard library and heavily uses templates so require standard compliant c compilers, programming in lua fourth edition
9788590379867 - programming in lua is an amazing textbook it effortlessly illuminates the scary parts of lua exposing the
powerful features that are often overlooked by casual users, lua unofficial faq ufaq luafaq org - lua unofficial faq ufaq 1
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